On June 25th, 2018, Huang et al. 1 published a computational method SAVER on Nature Methods for imputing dropout gene expression levels 2 in single cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data. Huang et al. performed a set of comprehensive benchmarking analyses, including comparison with the data from RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization, to demonstrate that SAVER outperformed two existing scRNA-seq imputation methods, scImpute 3 and MAGIC 4 . However, their computational analyses were based on semi-synthetic data that the authors had generated following the Poisson-Gamma model used in the SAVER method. We have therefore re-examined Huang et al.'s study. We find that the semi-synthetic data have very different properties from those of real scRNA-seq data and that the cell clusters used for benchmarking are inconsistent with the cell types labeled by biologists. We show that a reanalysis based on real scRNA-seq data and grounded on biological knowledge of cell types leads to different results and conclusions from those of Huang et al.
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To compare SAVER, scImpute, and MAGIC, Huang et al. used four semi-synthetic datasets simulated based on the statistical assumptions of SAVER. In detail, Huang et al. collected four real scRNA-seq datasets from public repositories, and they selected high-quality cells and highlyexpressed genes from each dataset to make a reference dataset. From these they created the semi-synthetic datasets by simulating gene expression levels from a Poisson-Gamma model that is used within the SAVER method. Specifically, they estimated a parameter λ cg , i.e., the true expression level of gene g in cell c, by the observed expression level of gene g in cell c in each reference data, and they denoted the parameter estimate byλ cg . They also randomly sampled a coefficient τ c for every cell c from an arbitrary Gamma distribution. Then they simulated cells, compared with the four original real datasets (Fig. 1a) . Moreover, the distributions of gene expression mean and standard deviation, as well as per-gene fraction of zero read count in the semi-synthetic data demonstrate substantial differences compared with the real data (Fig. 1b) .
Also, the average correlation between a given gene's expression levels in the real data and those in the synthetic data is poor. The average coefficient of determination is only R 2 = 0.14, which means that on average the semi-synthetic data can only explain 14% of each gene's variation in the real data. Thus, these semi-synthetic datasets may have significantly different properties from those of real data, and computational results based on these semi-synthetic data should have been interpreted in a more cautious way. labels (0, 1, . . . , 6) that were defined using the Seurat algorithm 6 . Each column in the table lists the actual cell type composition of cells grouped into one of the clusters defined by Huang el al. Actual cell types were identified based on the presence of cell-type parker genes. by scImpute leads to comparable or higher adjusted Rand index 7 , Jaccard index 8 , normalized mutual information (nmi) 9 , and purity ( Figure 1c) , compared with the data imputed by SAVER for both K = 9 and K = 47. This result contradicts Huang et al.'s conclusion that "SAVER achieved a higher Jaccard index than that observed for all datasets, whereas MAGIC and scImpute had a consistently lower Jaccard index". We also visualized the gene expression data before and after imputation by each method using the t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE). Our tSNE visualization suggests that based on the real data, the all the three imputation methods lead to clear separation patterns for nine biologically defined cell types (Fig. 1d) . However, Huang et al.'s semi-synthetic data show a highly different visualization (Fig. 1e ).
Our analysis was carried out using the Ubuntu 14.04. We appreciate the contribution of SAVER as a new Bayesian imputation method to borrow information across both genes and cells. Our results, however, suggest that the semi-synthetic data generated from the Poisson-Gamma mixture model in Huang et al. do not represent multiple key characteristics of real scRNA-seq data. This finding emphasizes the necessity of using real data in addition to synthetic data for reproducible research in the field of computational biology. Given that large-scale, error-free scRNA-seq data are not yet available for benchmarking, it remains critical to assess the performance of computational methods from perspectives that have biologically meaningful interpretations. As improved quality scRNA-seq data become available, we will be better equipped to perform comprehensive and fair comparisons of scRNA-seq computational methods.
We suggest that all computational methods should make their assumptions and evaluation approaches clear and understandable to users, so users can fairly evaluate the biological relevance, advantages and drawbacks of each method before applying it to make scientific discoveries.
Data availability
The Zeisel et al. data are available at the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under accession code GSE60361.
